Abstract. Gene structure prediction is one of the most important problems in computational molecular biology. A combinatorial approach to the problem, denoted Gene Prediction via Spliced Alignment, was introduced by Gelfand, Mironov and Pevzner [5]. The method works by finding a set of blocks in a source genomic sequence S whose concatenation (splicing) fits a target gene T belonging to a homologous species. Let S,T and the candidate exons be sequences of size O(n). The innovative algorithm described in [5] yields an O(n 3 ) result for spliced alignment, regardless of filtration mode. In this paper we suggest a new algorithm which targets the case where filtering has been applied to the data, resulting in a set of O(n) candidate exon blocks. Our algorithm yields an O(n 2 √ n) solution for this case.
Introduction
Recognition of genes in eukaryotic DNA is seriously complicated by noisy regions (introns) that interrupt the coding regions (exons) of genes. The gene-prediction via spliced alignment approach, due to Gelfand, Mironov and Pevzner [5, 15, 21] incorporates similarity analysis into gene prediction by attempting to find a set of potential exons in a genomic sequence whose concatenation is highly similar to one of the already known gene sequences in the database.
The task of gene prediction is generally divided into two stages. The first task is that of finding candidate exons in a long DNA sequence believed to contain a gene. A candidate exon is a sequence fragment whose left boundary is an acceptor site or a start codon, and the right boundary is a donor site or a stop codon. The nucleotide sequence in Figure 1 contains marked sites where a candidate exon may begin and end. Uppercase A-E mark identified sites where an exon is likely to begin (start/acceptor sites), and lowercase f-j mark sites where exons are likely to end (stop/donor sites). Candidate exons are A-f, A-g, A-h, A-i, A-j, B-f, B-g, B-h, B-i, B-j, C-g, etc. The second task is that of selecting the best subset of non overlapping candidate exons to cover the sequence of the predicted gene. ( An interesting combinatorial approach, using network dynamic programming, which explores all possible exon assemblies in polynomial time, is described in [5] . Assuming that S and T as well as the sizes of the candidate exons is O(n), this algorithm yields an O(n 3 ) solution for Sparse Spliced Alignment. Good filtration is crucial for exon assembly, especially if targets from distant taxa are used. In [15] , the authors studied the performance of the spliced alignment algorithm for different targets on a complete set of human genomic sequences with known relatives and demonstrated that the average performance of the method remains high even for distant targets. The authors analyzed several filtration procedures of varying strength and demonstrated that weak filtration provides better results with mammalian targets. In the case of distant targets, the stronger filtering was more useful than in the case of close targets, and sometimes it was shown to significantly improve the prediction quality. Furthermore, it was also explicitly shown (see http://www-hto.usc.edu/software/procrustes- 
